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As requested by Jeremy, I am herewith providing you with identifying information on Richard Case Nagell. All 

of the information below was obtained from Dick Russell's book The Man Who Knew Too Much (Carroll and 

Graf, 1992). My general impression is that Russel's book is generally quite accurate (he attempts to cite all 

sources and to be as accurate as possible), but I have found some mistakes already, so for this reason I caveat, 

in advance, the information provided below:Name: Richard Case NAGELLDOB: [Screened by: NARA RD-F on 

October 24, 2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 

6(3)]POB: Greenwich, New YorkALIASES(all according to Richard Case Nagell himself, either in interviews with 

author Dick Russell, or in FOIA documents which he filed in an attempt to get records on himself from the CIA, 

or in purported true copies of military records which he provided to Dick Russell as "bonafides"):His two 

"principal" aliases appear to have been:Robert C. NOLAN (Fraudulent/fictitious ASN#: 01438346)...a U.S. Army 

Captain (0-3), circa 1956-8Joseph KRAMER (This was also the alias of a known Soviet agent in Canada, one 

"Mark Julius GAYN")Other aliases which Nagell claimed in a FOIA lawsuit against CIA were:Ben BLUMRobert C. 

CORSAAlek HIDELLAleksei HIDELVictor NADELLVic NADELLIN. NAGELPaul SCHMEDKEWIFE's Name (now 

divorced): Mitsuko Takahashi NAGELLSon's name: Robert NAGELLDaughter's name: Teresa NAGELLRichard 

Case NAGELL's U.S. Army Service #: 02028346His SSN: UnknownHe is supposedly receiving medical disability 

payments as a result of wounds/injuries received from his active duty service with the U.S. Army. These did 

not begin until approximately the late '60s, after a protracted legal battle between Nagell and U.S. Govt. over 

this issue.Army Career:Active Duty from 1948-1959. Was a bonafide Korean War hero; received Purple Heart 3 

times and Bronze Star, among other decorations. Author Russell describes him as a "Military 

Intelligence"officer from 1955-59. This description is a bit vague, but is expanded on later in the book as 

follows: Nagell worked for a while in the Far East (Japan and South Korea) with a very sensitive organization 

(Army) called "Field Operations Intelligence" (FOI), which was supposedly separate from the Army's 

Counterintelligence Corps (CIC); however, later he was transferred out of FOI intoCIC. FOI was reportedly 

involved in HUMINT, specifically collection of Human Intelligence in "denied areas", but reportedly also 

performed covert actions. Nagell claims he worked for FOI in South Korea and Japan, and for CIC in Japan 

afterwards.Army intelligence-related schooling: Commenced about one year of training at the U.S. Army's 

School of Languages in Monterey in the summer of 1953. (Languages learned were purportedly Japanese, 

Russian and Spanish.) This was followed by Army Counterintelligence School at Fort Holabird, Maryland 

commencing in the summer of 1954. This training was followed by his service in the Far East, which resulted in 
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